Consulting Fee Models
Time vs Outcome

Time vs Outcome Based Fee Models
Organisations can experience times when they
require a highly capable procurement team for a
defined period to deliver business critical
outcomes. The requirement may be to transform
their procurement function, to manage complex
tenders, or to deliver immediate cost reductions
to improve bottom-line performance.
To fill the capability gap, organisations typically
engage contractors from recruitment agencies, or
generalist consultancy firms to complete the
work. These contractors and firms are typically
remunerated on a daily rate with little incentive to
deliver the required outcomes on time.

The risk with the time-based fee model is the
organisation may be charged significant fees with
no outcomes delivered. The focus of the
contractors and consulting firms is on billing for
time and not the required outcomes.
Moving to an outcome-based fee model has many
benefits for the organisation. If the outcomes and
internal governance processes are clearly
defined, a fixed price can be prepared by the
service provider. The organisation can then have
a guaranteed outcome within an agreed time for a
known cost, which provides the organisation with
certainty, and significantly reduces risk.

“Guaranteed
outcomes within an
agreed time for a
known cost.”

Benefits of an Outcome Based Fee Model
In our experience we see the following benefits of an outcome-based model over a time-based model.

Outcome Focused

Guaranteed Outcomes

Known Costs

The focus is on
delivering the project
outcomes rather than
billing for time

The outcomes are
guaranteed as the fee is
paid on outcomes
delivery

The cost is fixed,
providing certainty of
project costs for
budgeting purposes

Defined Outcomes

Better Outcomes

Outcomes on Time

Facilitates outcomes
being better defined
and approved at the
start of the project

Better outcome
definition and focus
leads to better project
outcomes

Outcomes are generally
delivered early as fees
are paid upon outcome
completion

“

Required outcomes delivered under
budget and within the required
timelines, with a ROI of 10:1

”

Case Study – Outcome Based Model
An open cut coal mining company in the Bowen Basin
engaged Caliba to develop their tendering and
contract management procedures, a tender plan to
meet their budgeted opex and capex requirements
for the next 3-years, and to implement the tender
plan.
The company asked Caliba to propose a a daily rate
to compete the work. We challenged the company on
the fee model and offered an alternative fixed fee to
deliver the required outcomes.
The company agreed with the fixed fee model and as
a result had all their required outcomes delivered
under budget and within the required timelines. The
outcomes were very clearly defined up front, and
company stakeholders signed-off all deliverables
before any fees were paid.
Our team was also able to complete the majority of
the work off-site, which significantly reduced travel
costs. The company realised a ROI of greater than
10:1.

Clearly
defined
outcomes
On time and
under budget

10:1
ROI

Contact us
Please contact our team today to organise a consultation with one of our cost
reduction experts. Our experienced team will work with you to quickly identify
practical cost reduction opportunities.
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